Questionnaire for the volunteer candidate
Personal data:
By filling the information below, you provide us with personal information. You are aware of the fact
and agree that the pieces of information will be used in the frame of the call for candidates for the ESC
program. Your personal data will be used by the persons in charge of the selection of volunteers in the
sending and coordinating/hosting organizations. Each part mentioned takes the responsibility of
erasing the documents containing your personal data once the selection procedure is over.
Name and surname
Birthday
Current address
Phone number
Email address

Availability period for the project? - preference will be given to the volunteers able to join the whole
duration of the activity (June 1st, 2021, till June 1st, 2022)

Have you ever taken part in a volunteering project under ERASMUS+ or a short-term ESC?

General Questions:
1. What are your (long term) travel experiences?
2. We only take volunteers with a background of fewer opportunities due to their geographical-,
social- and economic obstacles and educational- and cultural difficulties. You can read how we
define the different groups in the project description. Can you please explain how your profile
fits one or more of these categories?
3. What are your general motivations to join a long-term volunteering activity abroad? What do
you like about this specific ESC project at Globalhagen Hostel?
4. How do you see your role, as a volunteer, within these activities?
5. Which are your strengths and weaknesses? What do you think about working in a team?
6. In the project description, we have mentioned several tracks that you can work with at the
hostel. Which once do you find interesting?

7. Do you have ideas about a personal project (or activity) to develop during your volunteering
experience?
8. What do you like to do in your free time?
9. What do you think about working and living in a dynamic and international environment?
10. What would you like to know about our organization and activities? Do you have any questions
or doubts before accepting to be a volunteer in our project?
11. Regarding the Covid-19 crisis, how do you see yourself adapting to possible measures that
might come in the future (social contacts, work and travelling) considering that you will be
living in a foreign country?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR HAVING FILLED OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

In case of any doubts, do not hesitate to email us at srk@ms.dk

